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Inheriting the Earth
by Charles Massy

Charles Massy is a visionary Australian farmer and the author of
Call of the Reed Warbler. Charles was awarded an Order of Australia Medal
for his service as chair and director of a number of research organizations
and statutory wool boards. He has also served on national and international
review panels in sheep and wool research and development and genomics.
In this excerpt from his book, Massy writes about his epiphany about the
importance of his farm’s underlying ecology.

When my father suffered a major heart
attack, I made the decision at the age of
twenty-two to return home, take over
the farm and finish university part-time.
Thus began a forty-year land-management
journey. On returning home, I continued
developing my interest in birds, mammals
and other creatures. However, at the same
time I seemed to live a schizoid life. I was
quite ignorant about the rest of the insect
world, not to mention the arthropod and
underground microbial world. In fact,
concerning the latter, invisible world, I
lived as if it didn’t exist.
Yet this underground component constituted ninety per cent of life on the farm.
Even more alarming was my ignorance
about the vastly more obvious plant world:
the very system on which our farming
landscape was founded.
Yes, I knew most of the exotic trees
and a gum tree or two, and I knew most
of our introduced exotic pastures, but I
could barely name more than one or two
native grasses beyond the most obvious

one called ‘corkscrew’ (Austrostipa scabra),
and this mainly because corkscrew’s seed
penetrated both sheep’s skin and woolen
socks just before Christmas.
That is, when it came to farming, I had
somehow compartmentalised my keen
interest in nature to consider only a few
obvious and attractive components. To the
rest I was effectively blind.
Then, one day after a decade or so of
management, I was confronted by this
blindness. I remember setting off mustering on a horse, my two kelpie sheepdogs
trotting behind as we meandered along
a two-wheel track through open granite country. This country had once been
grassy woodland, and would then have
comprised a dominant but scattered canopy of snow gum, candlebark and ribbon
gum, plus large blackwood hickories; a
scattering of understorey shrubs and forbs;
and then diverse native grassland. After
earlier phases of clearing, ringbarking, and
then more recently set-stocked grazing, all
that remained on this day as I mustered

were a few dead grey stumps and the odd
silver wattle or hickory surviving high up
between granite tors and out of the reach
of sheep and cattle.
So it was therefore puzzling that, as I
rode along, I suddenly noticed the strong,
sweet smell of what I was convinced was
snow-gum blossom. I stopped the horse
and looked around, but there wasn’t a
snow gum in sight. Intrigued, I circled the
horse in a wide arc. Still no snow gums, but
the strong blossom scent seemed to come
from near a clump of rocks. The only living
thing, which partly covered these boulders,
was a nondescript dark-green bush that I
had barely taken account of previously.
Dismounting, I walked over to the
bush. It was perhaps a metre high and
shaped like a dome, while roughly circular
and around two to three metres in diameter. It was entirely covered in rigid thorns,
which were surrounded and interlaced by
very small green leaves, perhaps the size
of a small pea. Later on, I would learn
that the combination of thorns and small

“The single most important book on agriculture today.”
—Paul Hawken
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leaves was an adaptive defence by some
plants to grazing in landscapes. Dating
back possibly millions of years, the plants
and grazing animals (in this case, mainly
kangaroos, wallabies, potoroos and so on)
had coevolved.
But at that moment, I was intrigued by
this nondescript bush because when I bent
down, I discovered that it was the source
of the overpowering honey-blossom scent.
And yes, there, of the most delicate size
and shape, were a myriad of little, bell-like
pale-yellow flowers hanging upside down
within their protective screen of thorns.
Clearly the strong, rich honey scent had a
purpose, because surrounding the flowers
were small native bees, flies, and brightorange parasitic wasps.
On looking up my reference books, I
quickly discovered this nondescript plant
was called a tree violet (Hymenanthera
dentata), otherwise known locally as a
gruggly bush. But I did not recognise its
importance to an ecosystem nor what its
strong scent and attendant insects implied
for ecological function. I had been blind to
this bush, and it would take time for the
blindfold to be fully removed. But I have
never forgotten that day, and for me our
gruggly bushes are emblematic both of
what was lost and also of what could be.
As I travelled further on my journey
of ecological literacy, I came to realise the
significance of ‘gruggly’ and a myriad of
species like it in the vast range of ecosystems across our continent. It is the ‘unseen’ elements such as gruggly bushes and
blackthorn shrubs that provide vital food
for animals and insects in a functioning
ecosystem. And, suddenly and unbidden,
those radical words from the Gospel of
Matthew came to mind: Blessed are the
meek, for they will inherit the earth.

Paperback • $24.95

Life on the Farm
by Gabe Brown
Gabe Brown is a pioneer of the soil-health movement and has
been named one of the 25 most influential agricultural leaders
in the United States. Brown, his wife, Shelly, and son, Paul, own
Brown’s Ranch, a holistic, diversified 5,000-acre farm and ranch
near Bismarck, North Dakota. The Browns integrate their
grazing and no-till cropping systems, which include cash crops
and multi-species cover crops along with all-natural,
grass-finished beef and lamb, pastured pork, and laying hens.
The Brown family has received a Growing Green Award from
the Natural Resources Defense Council, an Environmental
Stewardship Award from the National Cattlemen’s Beef
Association, and the USA Zero-Till Farmer of the Year Award.

The first clue that we were regenerating our ecosystem was the earthworms. I used to joke that we could never go fishing because there weren’t
any earthworms on our farm. Sadly, it was true. But after the four years
of crop failures, I suddenly saw earthworms in the soil. It was as if a light
turned on, and I began to realize what had happened. For four years, I had
not removed our crops from the land other than the alfalfa we grew for the
dairies. I had left all that biomass sitting on the soil surface, protecting it
and feeding carbon to the microbes in the soil. I had also greatly reduced
the amount of herbicide and synthetic fertilizer I used on the crops—because I couldn’t afford it. The results were easy to see. I knew the soil was
improving because when I sank a shovel in the ground, in addition to the
earthworms, I saw darker, richer soil with better structure. It was beginning to change color and take the appearance of chocolate cake! This was
a sign that the organic matter levels were increasing. The soil held more
water, too. Even in a drought year, we had produced enough feed for our
livestock because the health of the soil was improving.
I really knew I was on the right track, however, when I looked out a
window of our house one evening and saw a pheasant fly by. That had
never happened before! (Today, we have pheasants all over the ranch.)
Deer, coyotes, and hawks were all showing
up on our land as well. Some of this was due
to the fact that Shelly and I had diligently
planted hundreds of trees each year. Besides providing protection for our livestock,
those trees provided a home and protection
for the wildlife, too. But it fit a pattern: Life
was returning to our ranch!

Paperback • $19.95
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The Original Organic Pioneer
An Interview with Eliot Coleman
With over fifty years’ experience in agriculture and a penchant for inventing
new tools and techniques, Eliot Coleman has solidly established himself as
an organic farming pioneer. He has authored several books on his practices,
including The Four-Season Harvest, The Winter Harvest Handbook, and
his magnum opus, The New Organic Grower, which will celebrate its
30th anniversary this year. Coleman and his wife, Barbara Damrosch,
presently operate a commercial year-round market garden at
Four Season Farm in Harborside, Maine.

You had been farming for over two decades before
the first edition of The New Organic Grower was
published. What sparked the decision to record your
agricultural experience in the form of a book?
As early as the 1970s, I was teaching informal, weeklong [agricultural] courses, so I’d put together a lot of information on the
subject, and I knew where to access the latest studies. Beginning
around ’74, I was no longer running my own farm. Instead I was
running a farm for someone else and getting paid, which meant
that I finally had a little more free time to spend at the word
processor. That’s when I began writing The New Organic Grower.
I had always been a book nerd, though. I’ve put together
probably the best private library on [organic farming] anywhere
in the country. I used to refer to the books on my shelf as my
grandparents because they were the ones that taught me how
to farm organically—along with the farmers I visited in Europe
and the United States seeking more information.

As someone who’s out in the fields working all day,
nearly every day, how do you find time to write?
Every evening, every weekend, every bit of spare time. There’s a
great book, actually, one of my favorites: The Farming Ladder by
George Henderson. Henderson was a farmer in England—one
of the best—and he talks about how he was just stealing time
away from everything else he was doing to find moments to
write.

Did writing The New Organic Grower change the way
you farm?
I’d always been maniacal about keeping records, because I
thought that was the best way to learn, but I remember saying
to myself when I had the first printed copy in my hand, “Damn,
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I wish I’d had something like this twenty years ago.” What putting it in the form of a book did is coalesce all these disparate
ideas into a unit that I could access easily and consult. Prior to
that, there’d been God knows how many documents and studies in my file drawers.

What has changed in the world of agriculture in the
30 years since The New Organic Grower was first published?
In ’88 when the first edition came out, I was damn sure that
everything I wrote was the right way to farm, and that it made
sense. In 2018 I’m even surer than I was then, and even more
stunned at the incredible persuasive power of [the agricultural
chemical industry], which is making money by preventing people from understanding the benefits of organic farming. That’s
what the agricultural chemical companies have done: they try
to sell you replacements for what you can get for free.

What advice would you give to young people
who are interesting in homesteading, small-scale,
and organic farming?
What would I say to young people? All of the angst, all of the
ennui in today’s world comes from the fact that peoples’ work—
that is, what they do every day for at least eight hours—is unsatisfying. They aren’t aware of that. They don’t know where this
itch is coming from. But they know there is an itch that needs to
be scratched. The satisfying nature of productive work, where
you’re coming out with a product that you can get behind 100%,
is of such a nature that there’s just no way that whatever salary
you might be earning can equal that. So if you want to look back
50 years from now on a very satisfying life, this is the one you
want to look back on.

What are the issues that you find yourself thinking about lately
—that you can’t get out of your head?
Right now organic is under assault from big money in food that wants to surreptitiously plant the word organic on the junk they’re producing. Most of the
milk and eggs in your supermarket organic section are coming from confined
animal feeding operations that do not in any way meet the letter or the sentiment of the law.
The USDA is now also allowing hydroponic produce to be certified as
organic without any mention of the fact that it’s hydroponic. So I’m fighting
that, because by doing so, the USDA is guilty of grossly defrauding the public—the people who want to purchase organic food. The part that bothers me
most is the illegal misrepresentation that denies future generations an accurate understanding of the benefits that organic farming offers to humankind.
Organic farming is the only truly sustainable system of agriculture. If you do
it right, you don’t need any inputs. The inputs are provided by the boundless
energy and logic of the Earth. Organic farming can nourish human beings in
perpetuity with exceptional food.
To have that understanding clouded by the fact that the USDA is now
allowing the term organic to be put on these totally energy-intensive and
non-sustainable products is the thing that bothers me most. As I say in the
book, the influence of organic farming over the next ten years—if we follow the
paths that I’m suggesting—will blow your socks off as far as understanding our
relationship to the natural world, how to preserve it, and how to make sure our
species does not totally destroy the Earth as a habitat. Those are the thoughts
that go through my head.

Having earned numerous awards and praise from mainstream
figures such as Michael Pollan and Martha Stewart, do you feel
satisfied with what you’ve accomplished, or is there a drive to
continue innovating and pushing boundaries?
The last chapter in the new edition of The New Organic Grower discusses the
adventure of organic farming. As an adventurer, you’re always looking for the
next journey. So, yes, I’m still trying to design new tools. In fact I have two
neat new ideas that I’m presenting at the Common Ground Fair this year. I
always tell people that when you’re a climber, the dullest thing is standing on
top of the mountain. The fun thing is figuring out how to get there. Farming
is figuring out how to get there on a daily basis, which makes it challenging
and satisfying.

I take it there’s no retirement plan in the future.
All these people who retire have worked hard all their life at some job they hated, and they finally get old enough to go do what they’d prefer to have done.
I’ve been retired since [laughs], since I got into this game, and I’ve been doing
what I would prefer to be doing the whole time. So I don’t know what I would
retire for. I don’t enjoy sitting on beaches. I don’t take vacations because I find
them boring, unless I’m going to visit
farms. What makes life stimulating is
reality. It’s the doing, and not the sitting
around and thinking about it.

Paperback • $29.95
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Learning the Power of
African Farming Traditions
by Leah Penniman
Leah Penniman is a Black Kreyol farmer who has been tending the soil
for twenty years and organizing for an anti-racist food system for fifteen
years. She began with the Food Project in Boston, Massachusetts, and
went on to work at Farm School in Athol, Massachusetts, and Many Hands
Organic Farm in Barre, Massachusetts. She currently serves as founding
coexecutive director of Soul Fire Farm in Grafton, New York, a peopleof-color led project that works to dismantle racism in the food system
through a low cost, fresh food delivery service for people living under
food apartheid; training programs for Black, Latinx, and Indigenous
aspiring farmer-activists; Uprooting Racism training for food justice
leaders; and regional-national-international coalition building between
farmers of color advocating for policy shifts and reparations.

I am in love with the hoe. An ancient, versatile African tool that
can open new ground, form mounds, plant, cultivate weeds, and
harvest—this piece of flat iron was first put into my hands at age
16 at The Food Project in Boston.
In the beginning it was awkward trying to work between
the broccoli plants to remove the tender pigweed threatening
from beneath. With mentorship and practice I got my stride
and learned to dance with the hoe, employing a gentle rocking
motion where the tool did most of the work and I just guided
gently. I got the nickname “Alacrity” for moving quickly down
the beds, outpacing my contemporaries twofold, little beads of
sweat erupting on my nose.
When I first traveled to Ghana, West Africa, in my early twenties, I learned that the so-called hoe that I cherished was actually a
flimsy lesser relative of the true African hoe. The farmers in Odumase-Krobo handed me a tool that weighed at least four times what
a US-style hoe did, with a piercing blade and sturdy construction.
They taught me to dig hills for beans, canals for irrigation, and terraces for erosion control, all with this single tool. Choice of technology drives the culture of use. In the case of the hoe, it works
better when many people use it together in community. In moving
to tractors, we begin to relinquish community. Now each time I go
visit our sibling farm in Haiti, I purchase a few of these legitimate
hoes and negotiate with the airline about my overweight, oddly
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shaped baggage. Used correctly, the hoe is an efficient technology
to accomplish many farm tasks, and keeps us in direct contact with
the land and our own physical power.
The farmers of Ghana also taught me how to build structures
out of soil. Across the Dahomey region of West Africa, schools,
homes, and places of worship are sculpted out of the earth. Inspired
by this model, we constructed our home and educational center
from local clay, straw, sand, ground limestone, local wood, and recycled materials. The primary building is a timber-frame straw-bale
structure with passive solar design, interior thermal mass, earthen
floor, and solar panels for heat and hot water. Choosing to build in
harmony with nature is not the quick-and-easy path. We do not
subscribe to the capitalist perspective that buildings should go up
in a few months and be disposable after 30 years. It took us over
three years to construct the durable primary building, and we endured many challenges along the way. For example, when we had
almost finished digging the foundation using our undersized tractor and hand shovels through the hard, rocky clay of the mountainside, we realized that solar and magnetic south are about 13 degrees
different in our area. This magnetic declination matters, because
a solar home must face solar south. Needless to say, many tears of
frustration were shed as we picked up the shovels to redig the foundation in the correct direction. We drew strength from the deep
knowing that our ancestors faced greater challenges, and endured.

An Interview with Leah Penniman
Tell us about Soul Fire Farm’s Black Latinx Farmers
Immersion, its origins and what it entails?
The Black Latinx Farmers Immersion (BLFI) at Soul Fire Farm is
a 50-hour activist-farmer training program designed for us to reclaim our ancestral right to belong to the land. We heard time
and again from aspiring Black and Brown farmers that agricultural training programs in their communities were, at best, culturally irrelevant, and often outright racist. In response, we created
BLFI, a rigorous introduction to small-scale sustainable farming
that balances the nerdy explication of concepts like “soil cation
exchange capacity” with the cultural and historical teachings
necessary for our people to heal our relationships to land. On a
typical day we wake at dawn and circle up on the dew-covered
grass for morning movement. From there we break into teams to
learn hands-on farming tasks by doing—bed prep, seeding, transplanting, pest control—and then share that knowledge with other
participants through an “each one teach one” popular education
model. We take turns cooking the recipes of our ancestors, substituting locally grown vegetables
for their tropical equivalents. We
use drums and song to encourage the seeds to grow, and we fill
the moonlit night sky with the
sounds of our dancing to Kendrick Lamar and Nicki Minaj. We
bathe ourselves in resiliency.

Both in the book and on social media, you share powerful, informative, and also joyful moments that have
taken place in these programs over the years. What is
a moment from 2018 that you will carry with you?
I held out two fistfuls of soil to participants in the first session
of BLFI 2018 and asked them to “test” the soil without instruments, to use their senses to investigate. They described the
soil in my left hand as “compacted, gray, dry, odorless, impenetrable” and the soil in my right hand as “dark, richly aromatic,
crumbly, full of roots and worms.” I revealed that the soil in my
left hand was the one we encountered when we first arrived on
this abused land in 2006, and the soil on the right was the one
we helped create in partnership with microbes, cover crops,
and earthworms. I had just read a statistic about the organic
matter in the soils on the plains plummeting by 50 percent in
only one generation of white settler colonialism. In that moment, I realized that all of our efforts to heal the soil entailed
the restoration of organic matter and that the return of organic
matter was, in effect, a decolonization of the soil. We were inviting our non-human relations back onto the land and back
into relationship with us. That work is the song of my heart.
Below: Leah Penniman (left) and Amani Olugbala (right) tend the
beans during konbit at Soul Fire Farm.

Paperback • $34.95
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Where There’s Smoke
by Gary Paul Nabhan

Gary Paul Nabhan is an internationally celebrated nature writer, food and
farming activist, and proponent of conserving the links between biodiversity
and cultural diversity. He holds the W.K. Kellogg Endowed Chair in Sustainable Food Systems at the University of Arizona Southwest Center, where he
works with students, faculty, and non-profits to build a more just, nutritious,
sustainable, and climate-resilient foodshed spanning the US/Mexico border.

These days, my wife, Laurus, and I happen to live in a small rural village called
Patabutta, Arizona, on the upland bridge
between the two biggest and boldest deserts of North America—the Sonoran and
Chihuahuan—where mesquite savannas
and grasslands form what I call Our Home
on De-Range. On a clear day, we can see
the pollution in the border towns, and it
too carries the smoky fragrance of mesquite. Especially on cold winter mornings,
we can see and smell plumes of mesquite
smoke rising up from the makeshift chimneys, corrugated stovepipes, and greasestained grills in the shantytowns, barrios,
and colonias of Nogales, Sonora.
During the winter, mesquite warms
our skin, our throats, and our bellies. It is
the preferred firewood for fireplaces and
barbecue pits all across the North American deserts.
Other than Laurus, the mesquite tree
is the only other resident of Patabutta that
I affectionately call “honey.” In the spring,
mesquite’s fragrant flowers offer nectar
to many kinds of bees, one of which then
transforms it into a fragrant amber honey.
Our friends Kara Schneider and Jaime de
Zubeldia have kept some of their top-bar
hives by the little pond on our property.
Their bee colonies are hidden away in
the shade of the mesquite bosque just below
our straw-bale house. The bees waggle-dance
their way up from our pond, where they can
drink year-round, and into our mesquite
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groves, hedgerows, orchard, and gardens,
where they can collect nectar and pollen. Jaime and Kara kindly provide us with enough
honey from their hives so that we can ferment enough mead to offer to the desert
druids who hide out beneath each densely
branched mesquite tree on our property.
That’s right: desert druids. While most
of America is awash in Smurfs and Zombies
these days, we prefer cohabiting with a band
of desert druids. They are the guardians of
the mesquite forest. They threaten to kick
the butts of all bulldozer-driving, chain-

the pods out in the sun or toast them in
tumblers originally designed to roast chile
peppers. The pods begin to blush after all
this stimulation, their sweetness exuding
from every cell. That’s when we know they
are ready for consumption, or as we call it,
“consummation.”
We grind them into a sweet but savory
flour that we serve for breakfast in a variety
of ways: tamales, panqueques, atoles, pinoles,
moles, and Bulgin’ waffles. And when we
serve our friends a plateful of such mesquite-laden morsels, they often eat them

During the winter, mesquite warms our skin,
our throats, and our bellies.
saw-wielding, herbicide-snorting nozzleheads who senselessly try to mow down any
of the mesquite trees in our valley.
There’s a big difference between giving a tree an annual haircut with pruning
shears and slitting its trunk with an ax or a
chainsaw. I usually do the pruning just before the pods come on in early summer, or
again in late summer, just before a second
flush of pods ripens in early fall. This is to
allow us to offer a mesquite tree a full-body
embrace when Laurus and I go out to gather the honey-colored pods from mesquite
trees scattered all around Patabutta.
After we fondle all the foliage until the
pods just fall off into our hands, we rest for
a moment in postharvest bliss. We then dry

while sitting on our chairs constructed of
mesquite trunks, before a 6-foot-long table
of 2-inch-thick mesquite boards.

Hardcover • $22.50

Chipmunks and
the True Genius of Evolution
by Fred Provenza

Fred Provenza is professor emeritus of Behavioral Ecology
in the Department of Wildland Resources at Utah State
University. At Utah State Provenza directed an award-winning
research group that pioneered an understanding of how learning
influences foraging behavior and how behavior links soils and plants
with herbivores and humans. Provenza is one of the founders of
BEHAVE, an international network of scientists and land managers
committed to integrating behavioral principles with local knowledge
to enhance environmental, economic, and cultural values of rural and
urban communities.

The chipmunk that is our neighbor built
a home under the logs we cut and piled
to warm us in winter. Each morning and
evening, she forages in our backyard,
where she also drinks water from a small
pan we’ve provided for her and the many
species of birds that dine with us. She
sleeps, I’ve read, for up to fifteen hours
a day. In summer and autumn she stockpiles forages and medicinal plants, which
she then eats in the comfort of her log
house in winter.
Members of her species live in diverse
environments, from parks and woodlots
to the alpine heights that surround our
nest. They are omnivores that eat a variety of plant species and their parts—from
leaves, stems, and buds to seeds, nuts, and
other fruits. They also eat insects, small
frogs, and worms. They are opportunists
that will even eat bird eggs and nestlings.
In turn, chipmunks are food for various
predatory birds and mammals here in the
backwoods.
“Our” chipmunk is an individual involved in relationships with plants and
animals in our neighborhood. They know

one another. She dines on individual
plants, including oat grass, paintbrush,
and sagebrush. When she eats their leaves
and stems, they learn and remember that:
nutrients gained for the chipmunk, tissue
lost by the plant. When possible, she also
eats eggs of mountain bluebirds and phoebes, which is why they harass her whenever they all visit our backyard at the same
time. These acts, too, are remembered by
chipmunk, bluebird, and phoebe.
In short, our chipmunk isn’t the same
as chipmunks that make their homes down
the road or in alpine peaks across the valley. She is unique in how she is built, how
she functions, and how she behaves. She
is an emergent property that came about
as a result of interactions among genes,
chipmunk, environment, and chance—all
manifesting uniquely in space and time.
When she has offspring, they, too, will
each be unique, even though she raises
them in the same environment. From bacteria to chipmunks to hominoids and all
creatures in between, the genius of evolution isn’t survival of the fittest. The magic
is ceaselessly generating diversity.

““In Nourishment a wise
observer of the land and
the animals becomes
transformed to learn
the meaning of life.”
—Temple Grandin

Paperback • $24.95
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Restoring Soil with Worms
by Rhonda Sherman

Rhonda Sherman is the director of the Compost Learning Lab at North
Carolina State University and one of the leading experts worldwide on
vermicomposting. Rhonda travels extensively to present workshops and to
consult with farmers, businesses, and institutions on the development and
management of vermicomposting systems. She organizes the highly successful annual NC State Vermiculture Conference, which for nineteen years has
drawn participants from across the United States and around the globe. She
is a coeditor of Vermiculture Technology and has written extensively about
composting and vermicomposting in her role with NC State University.

People from all walks of life are raising
earthworms. Some begin vermicomposting as a hobby and scale up, whereas others
have the intention right from the start to
create a profit-making business. They may
be farmers, community garden volunteers,
entrepreneurs, landscapers, greenhouse
growers, or staff at establishments that
generate food waste. Some are retirees,
and others work full-time. As you read the
worm farm profiles throughout my book,
you’ll see that some large commercial vermicomposting operations were established
by airline pilots, physicians, and dentists.
One of the most common reasons for
venturing into commercial vermicomposting is the desire to recycle organic
waste into products that enhance soil and
plant health. For decades soil was simply
regarded as something that plants sprout
from, and farmers used fertilizers augmented with herbicides and pesticides
without regard for their environmental
impact. Topsoil has now degraded so that
much of it is unable to retain nutrients and
water, and it is releasing carbon into the
atmosphere (which then becomes carbon
dioxide, a contributor to climate change).
Chemicals in fertilizers are contaminating
drinking water, and dust blown from degraded soil is causing respiratory ailments
in people living in rural areas.
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Vermicomposting is one action people
can take to help do something about these
alarming soil issues. The end product of
vermicomposting improves soil health and
fertility, increases the nutrient content
and microbial life of soils, improves water
retention, and reduces the need for fertilizers and pesticides.
Organic waste is material that originated from living organisms. Households,
businesses, farms, industries, municipalities, and institutions all generate some form
of organic waste including food scraps, garden and lawn clippings, livestock manures,
paper products, brewery waste, pulp waste
from food processors or paper mills, sewage
sludge, textile mill fibers, and wood.
Organic materials such as food, paper, paperboard, and yard trimmings are
the largest component of municipal solid
waste generated in the United States. In
2014 they made up almost 55 percent of the
waste produced. Food was the largest category of waste landfilled that year; it was a
whopping 21.6 percent.
When organic waste is disposed of in
landfills, it causes harm to health and the
environment. As this waste breaks down in
landfills, it releases liquid called leachate,
which is toxic and can pollute groundwater, soil, and waterways. In the interior of a
landfill, organic materials break down in an

anaerobic environment and release methane, a greenhouse gas that is 25 times more
potent than carbon dioxide. The third largest source of human-made methane emissions in the United States is landfills.
A much better alternative to landfilling
food waste and other organic materials is
to vermicompost them. What was once
considered waste can be transformed into
valuable products that nourish soils and
plants. Worm farmers have the power to
solve environmental problems and turn a
profit from their endeavors, too.

Paperback • $29.95

An Edible Urban Oasis
by Catherine Bukowski and John Munsell

Catherine Bukowski is a PhD candidate in the College of Natural Resources
and the Environment at Virginia Tech, where she cotaught an agroforestry
and whole-farm-planning course that incorporated permaculture principles.
She is on the Board of Directors for the Association of Temperate Agroforestry, and has worked with farmers in Honduras as a Peace Corps volunteer.
Her coauthor, John Munsell, is a professor and forest management extension
specialist also at Virginia Tech. With a background in sociology and natural
resource management, Munsell has worked with communities from
Appalachia to Cameroon to study agroforestry implementation and
associated environmental, social, and economic impacts.

The weather report called for a clear and
sunny day in the low 80s. Yet it feels more
like a sweltering 95°F on the sidewalk where
you are standing, watching heat radiate up
from the concrete. You are parched and
wish there was a corner store where you
could buy something cold to drink. You
would love to sit down, but there are no
benches. Instead, you start walking. You
come to a basketball court that has bleachers, but the sun-soaked metal is hot and
uninviting. You keep moving, passing vacant buildings and unkempt lots—one is
overflowing with abandoned cars.
On the other side of the lot, you see
rich greenery. Between a vacant building
and the auto salvage yard, you find a space
bursting with life. It looks like a small park,
but instead of a manicured lawn, there are
thick layers of vegetation and a mulched
pathway heading into a jungle of trees,
shrubs, flowers, and herbs. You can see cucumbers hanging off a vine and what looks
like asparagus sprouting from the ground.
Various plants with beautiful yellow, purple, and white flowers stand out against
the green backdrop. You notice that the
path splits, and one fork leads to a sign by
a picnic table. Curious, you enter and sit
down on the picnic bench.
Plants have grown over the sign, but

some of it is still visible. You read that this
place is a community food forest. You are
not sure what that means, but you are glad
you found it. The sign says to harvest what
you want and leave some for others. As you
look around and take in the scene, there is a
dazzling array of textures and forms in the
verdant landscape. Wandering around, you
find a bench under the shade of a tree, which
is bursting with ripe peaches. Picking one
seems like trespassing or taking something
that is not yours, but they look delicious and
there are plenty. You glance around, wondering, is this a test? But the sign says harvesting the fruit is welcome, so why not?
Biting into the juicy sweetness of the
fruit is a heavenly escape. You begin to
relax as you become aware of chirping
birds and notice butterflies and bees busy
at work. Now that you are tuned in, these
sounds of nature overtake the urban humdrum. This place is pulsing with life.
You spot a patch of sunflowers, rows
of corn, and a pear tree cleverly situated to screen the view of the neighboring
car lot. Underneath the tree is a mixture
of herbs and knee-high plants. Nearby,
ripe raspberries delicately hang from a
branch reaching into a sunlit patch. You
pick a pear to eat and continue meandering along the path, watching insects of

many kinds pollinating flowers. Delightful
smells swirl about as you step on some of
the herb plants underfoot.
The sensory experience full of vibrant
colors, tastes, smells, and textures has replenished you. You feel relaxed, yet energized and intrigued. The sign described this
place as a community food forest, but what
exactly is that? It resembles a young forest, but it is unlike any community garden
or park you have seen before. Why would
someone create something like this and
leave it open to the public? Who looks after
this place? How can you learn more about it?
Are there other places like this? Is there one
in or near your community, and if so, how
can you get involved? With these questions
buzzing in your brain, you walk back out
into the city street.

Paperback • $24.95
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A Feast to Warm the Soul
As the trees lose their leaves and autumn slowly turns to winter, those
first inklings of true cold can be daunting. What better way to stay warm
and positive than a festive gathering centered around good food and
drink? Here we offer culinary inspiration for the season: Spicebush Duck
Legs from Marie Viljoen’s Forage, Harvest, Feast, to be coupled with hot,
mulled Wassail from Jereme Zimmerman’s Brew Beer Like a Yeti.

Wassail
Ingredients to serve 6–8
6 apples
1 teaspoon each freshly grated nutmeg, cinnamon, cloves, ginger, or
any other spices that suit your fancy
½ cup (125 ml) organic cane sugar or brown sugar
1 cup (250 ml) water (or substitute hard cider, ginger beer, red wine,
Madeira, port, mead, or what-have-you)
1 small lemon or orange
4 pints low-to-no-hopped ale, preferably British-style ale,
spiced dark ale, or bragot
Process
Core the apples and place them in a pot or deep baking dish.
Sprinkle the spices and sugar and pour the water or what-have-you over the apples.
Squeeze the juice of the lemon or orange (or both) over everything.
Place a pot on a medium-high burner, or put a baking dish into the oven at 350°F/180°C.
Cook for about 45 minutes or until the apples are soft and mushy.
Remove from the heat and allow the apples to warm enough to carefully remove
their skins.
Once the skins are removed, take a masher, large fork, or blender and blend everything
(including the ale) into a puree (for the lambswool option; otherwise, remove the
apples and make them into boozy applesauce).
Place the lambswool in a bowl with a serving spoon, or ladle it into individual mugs.
Add as much additional dark rum, brandy, or other spirits as you desire; I like to keep
this going for several days by continuing to add various drinks and spices to it and
rewarming it.
Wassail!

Jereme Zimmerman is a writer and traditional brewing revivalist who lives in Berea,
Kentucky. He is a popular public speaker,
presenting and holding workshops across
the country on fermentation, natural and
holistic homebrewing, modern homesteading, and sustainable living.
Paperback • $24.95
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Spicebush Duck Legs with
Persimmons and Brandy
Ingredients to serve 4
4 whole duck legs (thigh and drumstick)
¼ teaspoon salt
¹⁄₃ cup (80 ml) Persimmon Brandy
1 teaspoon ground spicebush
2 large onions, quartered
12 bayberry leaves
8 very ripe native persimmons
2 tablespoons honey
1 tablespoon lemon juice
½ cup (125 ml) water
Process
Preheat the oven to 350°F (180°C).
Trim any excess fat from the duck legs.
Sprinkle the salt all over the duck and let it sit for 15 minutes.
Heat a large saucepan over medium-high heat. Add the duck legs
to the pan and brown for a few minutes on each side.
Add the brandy and let it bubble for a few seconds.
Add all the other ingredients, place a lid on the saucepan, and
reduce the heat to cook at a gentle simmer for 2 hours.
Scoop off the melted fat.
Taste for seasoning and add salt if necessary.
Preheat the broiler. Place only the duck legs on a tray and roast
them under the broiler for 8 to 10 minutes just to brown them.
Return them to their hot pan and serve at once.

Marie Viljoen is a writer, forager, gardener, and cook,
and has loved edible plants since her childhood in
South Africa. She is the resident forage expert for
Edible Brooklyn and Edible Manhattan magazines, a
contributor to Gardenista, and her urban and edible
gardens have been profiled by The New York Times
and Martha Stewart Living.

Hardcover • $40.00
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Undoctored Healing
by Dr. Thomas Cowan

Inspired by the philosophy of Rudolph Steiner and Ivan Illich, Dr. Thomas
Cowan has studied and written about many subjects in medicine, including
nutrition, homeopathy, anthroposophical medicine, and herbal medicine.
He is the author of Human Heart, Cosmic Heart and, more recently, Vaccines,
Autoimmunity, and the Changing Nature of Childhood Illness. Dr. Cowan
served as vice president of the Physicians’ Association for Anthroposophic
Medicine and is a founding board member of the Weston A. Price
Foundation. He has three grown children and currently practices medicine
in San Francisco.

Not long ago, my wife Lynda and I went
on a vacation for a week at a lakeside cottage in New Hampshire with two of our
grandchildren, Ben and Sam, ages five and
four. At the beginning of the week, neither
boy knew how to swim. The lake was shallow, but the boys were hesitant and clung
to their inflatable rafts. Ignoring my best
instincts, I figured that if they learned to
swim, our vacation would be a lot more
fun. So I tried to teach them. They ignored me, of course, and began complaining about many and various
things.
I mustered the sense to back off
and let them be. Within two days,
both boys were effective dog-paddlers
and could swim underwater for ten feet.
While I sat peacefully on the beach, they
began diving off their little rafts, showing
me their newest exploits.
Likewise, most of us have experienced
a small cut or infection that easily healed
without medicine or intervention. A human being is fundamentally a self-healing
system. Infections are the body’s way of
detoxifying, and fever is the most effective
prevention and treatment strategy ever
devised. You don’t have to teach a child
how to get a fever; it comes naturally, as
part of the original design.

Our job as parents, doctors, and caretakers of children is mostly to observe and,
only when needed, help guide a process to
its healthy conclusion. But mostly we don’t.
We intervene. We manage. We attempt to
control. Doing something, anything, temporarily assuages our fears (and creates
massive industries in the process). The result, however, is much like what Ivan Illich
predicted: a medicalized society that must
devote huge resources to dealing with sick
people; as the amount of medicine in our
world increases, so, too, does the amount
of sickness. Beyond a certain basic level of
care, use of more medicine not only undermines an individual’s freedom and autonomy, it degrades a society’s health.
Recently, a new patient came to me
with a rheumatological complaint. She
said her primary care physician referred
her to a rheumatologist, but that the first
new patient appointment was more than
six months away. The rheumatology business must be booming if the supply of new
patients with debilitating joint disease so
drastically outstrips the number of doctors
who are available to treat it.
The cost of medical care in most of
the developed world is threatening
to bankrupt us. The strategy
we’re using to prevent dis-

ease is not working. It should be rare for
someone to need doctoring. It should be
unusual for someone to be so chronically debilitated that they need to consume
pharmaceuticals daily in order to be able to function.
It should be uncommon
for someone to have an
organ removed from
her body in order that
she might live and function in the world. These
things are not only not rare;
our economy depends on them. What if
there were suddenly no wars, no sick people, and children happily learned on their
own? The entire US economy would collapse into a heap of rubble. Once a society
finds itself financially dependent on war,
sickness, imprisonment, and enforced
schooling, it must be understood that the
solution to these problems can’t be more
of the same.

Hardcover • $24.95
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A Father’s Quest for Truth
An Interview with J.B. Handley
Once the managing director of a private equity firm, J.B. Handley’s life
took a radical turn when his son was diagnosed with autism in 2004.
He cofounded the non-profit organization Generation Rescue,
dedicated to helping children recover from autism, and began a tireless
search for the truth about the connection between vaccines and autism.
In his book How to End the Autism Epidemic, Handley lays bare what
he discovered after years of speaking with health professionals and
delving into scientific studies and legal depositions.

Tell me about your personal experience with
your son’s autism and how it led you to write
How to End the Autism Epidemic.
My wife and I watched our son decline physically, and
then neurologically, after each vaccine appointment.
We were desperate for answers, and we found an
entire medical community that treats children with
autism “biomedically.” That’s what triggered my journey—the search for causation. Wanting to know how
best to help my son is what inspired me to do the research that ultimately led to this book.

We’ve been told that the science about vaccines and autism is settled. How would you
respond to that?
It’s simply not true. That’s a marketing message, but the
science doesn’t support that statement. Only one vaccine and one vaccine ingredient have been studied for
their relationship to autism. So much remains unexplored, and brand new biological science strongly implicates vaccines in causing neurological disorders.

when. Some parents may value a polio vaccine more
than a rotavirus vaccine. Details really matter here.

What do you hope to accomplish with
your book?
I hope to have the CDC acknowledge that vaccines
cause autism in a subset of vulnerable kids, just as two
of the leading scientists in the autism field have recently
done (as detailed in my book). I hope to see the American Academy of Pediatrics
implement an immediate
screen to prevent vulnerable children from ever being vaccinated. We know
what factors create a risk
of extreme reactions to
vaccines. My son hit so
many of the “red flags”
and never should have rePaperback • $19.95
ceived a vaccine.

Why would any parent forego vaccinations for
their child? Are there any doctors or scientists
who agree with you?
The devil is in the details. In the 1960s and up through
the 1980s, there were only 3 licensed vaccines in the
United States. Today? 11 separate vaccines given 38
times by the time a child is 5. The whole notion of what
it means to be “vaccinated” appears to be changing every year. I think parents should have the complete freedom to decide which vaccines to give their child, and
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Patient-Focused Medicine
by Dr. D. Thom, Dr. J. Odell, Dr. J. Drobot, Dr. F. Pleus,
and Jess Higgins Kelley
In recent years the concept of bioregulatory medicine has become increasingly popular throughout Europe. At its core is the notion that good health
is a state of balance and optimal wellbeing, rather than the mere absence
of disease and symptoms. The Bioregulatory Medicine Institute, based in
Marion, Massachusetts, was founded to promote the science and art of
bioregulatory medicine, and to increase public knowledge of this innovative, holistic, and evidence-based system. It is a non-profit program of
the Marion Institute.
Paperback • $20.00
Today, over half of the world’s population
is afflicted with some form of chronic or
degenerative illness. Half of all people will
be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime.
One in five people have an autoimmune
disease. In addition, an estimated one in
ten people have a rare, undiagnosable, or
medically indefinable condition. Passed
from specialist to specialist, these tired,
frustrated, and debilitated patients often
spend years seeking answers and relief.
And the Western, conventional, suppress-the-symptoms-with-pharmaceutical-drugs model is rapidly falling out of
favor as more patients desire a nontoxic,
noninvasive prevention and healing medical model that identifies and addresses the
root cause of illness.
Bioregulatory medicine, or BioMed, is a
comprehensive, evidence-based, and holistic medical model that has been used
and refined for over five thousand years by
some of the brightest minds in medicine,
science, and philosophy. A total body (and
mind) approach to health, the scope of
BioMed extends into disease prevention,
optimizing performance, and chronic and
degenerative illness treatment. Using a
wide range of natural and technologically
advanced diagnostic and treatment equipment, BioMed aims to help facilitate and
restore natural human biological processes. It is a proven, safe, gentle, highly effective, drugless, and side-effect-free medical
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model designed to naturally support the
body’s ability to regulate, adapt, regenerate,
and self-heal.
The human body is a wondrously designed, self-regulating system that sustains all life processes, such as heart rate,
blood sugar levels, hormone production,
respiratory rate, detoxification, immune
function, and blood pressure. Each of
these systems seeks a state of balance,
called homeostasis. One example of a system balancing itself is thermoregulation,
where if we get too hot, we perspire. Another example is a feedback system called
blood sugar regulation, where if our blood
glucose gets too high, insulin is released
to lower it. Breathing is regulated, blood
pressure is regulated, digestion is regulated, circulation is regulated, and on and
on. Consider of all the things your body is
doing without you even thinking about it!
“Dis-ease” happens when one or more
of these systems is pushed out of balance.
That said, there is rarely ever a single cause
of disease. Modern chronic and degenerative illnesses usually have at least five regulatory systems that are out of balance. This
complexity is why there are no—and can
be no—“specialists” in bioregulatory medicine. The body is interconnected. As soon
as systems are viewed in isolation, we lose
the whole.
Each bioregulatory system has an innate ability to self-repair or self-heal if in-

jured. Think about it: A cast doesn’t heal a
broken arm; the biological process of bone
formation called ossification does. A cast
only creates one single preferred precondition—static immobilization—for a broken arm to heal. We’ve known about this
self-healing ability for a long time. Hippocrates stated in the fifth century BC, the
body has the inherent ability not only to
heal itself, but also to ward off disease. But
it does this only on the condition that it’s
given the right tools to do so. In bioregulatory medicine, disease is not seen as the
enemy with which one needs to fight, but
is seen as a manifestation of the breakdown
of mechanisms that maintain control and
homeostasis. Symptoms are simply the
body’s way of expressing dysregulation.
BioMed is about supporting and restoring the body’s ability to regenerate, repair, and self-heal through the use of natural and energetic therapies. And it’s even
more than that. BioMed is a multifaceted,
multidisciplinary medical model that is
patient-, health-, performance-, ecology-,
biology-, spiritually, physiology-, and curatively centered. Bioregulatory medicine
focuses on individuality, taking into account each person’s unique biochemical,
historical, energetic, structural, sociological, and psycho-emotional patterns.
There’s only one you, so there can be only
one tailored medical approach that will
best meet your needs.

Heartwarming Remedies
by Dr. Jill Stansbury, ND

Dr. Jill Stansbury is a naturopathic physician with 30 years of clinical
experience. She served as the chair of the Botanical Medicine
Department of the National University of Natural Medicine for more than
20 years. She remains on the faculty, teaching and leading
ethnobotany ﬁeld courses in the Amazon. Dr. Stansbury lives in Battle
Ground, Washington, and is the medical director of Battle Ground
Healing Arts. She also runs an herbal apothecary featuring many of
her own custom formulas.

For the most part, cardiovascular diseases
develop gradually over many years, if not
decades. Hypertension, cardiac hypertrophy, and atherosclerosis are all long-term
processes that can culminate in myocardial infarction and heart failure. In other
cases, atherosclerosis in the small blood
vessels can lead to peripheral vascular disease including intermittent claudication,

circulatory and venous insufficiency, and
cerebrovascular insufficiency. While modern medicine has numerous heroic measures for severe acute events and diseases
such as coronary bypass surgery, placement of artificial valves, and even heart
transplants, dietary and herbal measures
are invaluable as preventive measures and
to slow the progression of early disease.

The Complete Set
of Volumes
Volume 1: Digestion and Elimination
Available now
Volume 2: Circulation and
Respiration
Available now
Volume 3: Endocrinology
Spring 2019
Volume 4: Neurology, Psychiatry,
and Pain Management
Fall 2019
Volume 5: Immunology,
Orthopedics, and Otolaryngology
Fall 2019

All-Purpose
Cardiovascular Support Tea
There is often the need for herbs tasty enough to use long term to help protect the vasculature for those with risk factors for developing heart and blood vessel disease due to
smoking, obesity, hypertension, and elevated lipids or glucose.

Red sage
Kudzu (Japanese arrowroot)
Dong quai
Oregon grape (mahonia)
Burdock

Ceylon cinnamon
Ginger
Licorice
Roselle, calyces
Dog rose, chopped hips

Combine several ounces of each ingredient and store the mixture in an
airtight container. Simmer 2 tablespoons mixed herbs in 6 cups of water for
10 minutes. Let stand covered for 10 minutes more and then strain. Drink
throughout the day.
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A People’s History of Oil
Matthieu Auzanneau is the director of The Shift Project, a European
think tank focusing on energy transition and the resources required to
make the shift to an economy free from fossil fuel dependence, and
also from greenhouse gas emissions. Previously he was a journalist,
based in France, and mostly writing for Le Monde. He continues to write
his Le Monde blog, Oil Man, which he describes as “a chronicle of
the beginning of the end of petroleum.” The original French edition of
this book, Or Noir: La grande histoire du pétrole, was awarded
the Special Prize of the French Association of
Energy Economists in 2016.
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I live in France, but a large part of my culture comes from America. When Bush junior was reelected, which was a shock to me,
I began to wonder if the whole Bush political phenomenon—
this tightness between the oil industry and political power networks—was a unique episode in US history or if, on the contrary, there was a long and logical thread interlinking the world’s
leading economic, political, and military power with the sources
of energy necessary to the expression of this power.
As a journalist, I had spent years wondering why the main
powers on Earth, and first and foremost the United States, would
not accept and face the pressing realities of climate change and
natural resources depletion (especially of oil resources). I also
wondered if there happened to be some sort of oil-linked hidden
agenda in the decision to invade Iraq in 2003. There were so many
clues leading to this conclusion, and yet the implications of this
fact are still largely overlooked, even though the consequences of
this fact continue to shape the turn of events. That our century
probably began with a war for the control of oil should stand as a
very strong political warning for the years to come.
There is a steady logic behind the madness of endlessly postponing the energy transition away from fossil fuels, despite climate change and oil depletion. This logic is based in the will
to perpetuate of the pattern of economic, political, and military
leadership that was so fruitful during the last century. A pattern
essentially based on the control of oil abundance.
So many defining political crises during the 20th century
had everything to do with the possibilities (or impossibilities)
linked to the limits of natural energy resources, such as the fact
that the 1973 oil crisis was a direct consequence of the decline of
the US conventional oil production as of 1970. Nature happens
to be a much more powerful influence on human history than
humans themselves, and this becomes even more true every day
that we get closer to finite resource limits.
Take, for instance, the 2008 financial crisis, which can be analyzed as a consequence of a huge oil shock triggered by the end
of “easy oil,” and the peak reached simultaneously by conventional oil production (which constitutes roughly 80 percent of
all liquid fuel supplies, and which has practically not increased
since 2005, despite an historical ramp up of investments by Big
Oil). This oil shock had a double impact on the bursting of the
subprime mortgage bubble. The first: it shrank the budget of
modest households, damping their ability to repay their debts.
The second, and perhaps even more decisive, impact: the huge
increase of the barrel price between 2003 and 2008 pushed the
Fed to increase its short-term rate in order to counter inflation,
an increase that ended up bursting the mortgage bubble.
The current US president Donald Trump’s appointment of
Rex Tillerson is also part of the oil story. I believe that Trump
chose Tillerson as secretary of state for a very interesting reason,
which sheds a different light on why Trump and Russian president Vladimir Putin happen to befriend each other so much.
As CEO of Exxon, Tillerson’s main concern was Exxon’s slow
erosion of crude oil reserves and production. His main strategic
achievement as CEO was the alliance he shaped in 2011 with

the Kremlin to exploit Russia’s untouched, unconventional,
and extreme oil resources (Arctic oil and possibly shale oil). I
think both Putin and Tillerson saw each other as a lifeline, as
a large part of Russian oil fields are mature and bound, many
analysts say, for decline in a not-too-distant future. The bottom
line is Exxon needed Russia’s oil resources, and Russia needed
Exxon’s access to capital and technical expertise. All that went
down the drain after the invasion of Crimea and the resulting
sanctions that were put in place by the Obama administration.
It would seem that both Trump and Tillerson would certainly
have liked to see those sanctions lifted; in the case of Tillerson for the sake of the company he worked for most of his life.
When it became obvious that those sanctions against Russia
could not be lifted because of the collusion accusations against
Trump, Exxon quietly abandoned its Russian projects. And it
happens that Tillerson was gone from the Trump administration only a few days later.

By means fair or foul, the age of oil
will come to an end.
The age of oil is one of energy abundance. We should quickly
understand the implications of the fact that this exceptional
moment in human history has to come to an end as soon as
possible (if we take the threat of climate change seriously), and
will anyhow start ending in the coming years (because oil is a
finite resource). By means fair or foul, the age of oil will come
to an end. It’s the grand responsibility of our generation to decide
whether or not we quickly organize so that the post-petroleum
age will be wiser and more peaceful than this turbulent and very
deadly one that continues today.

Adapted and condensed from an
interview with the author.

Hardcover • $35.00
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Thanks for Listening
New in Audiobook

“A masterpiece of a treatise on
the natural world.”
—The Washington Post

“I believe that Doughnut Economics
will change the world.”
—George Monbiot, author;
columnist at The Guardian

“The sine quo non for intelligent
action in business and society.”
—Peter M. Senge, author of
The Fifth Discipline

“It’s a must-read for anyone who
wants to take back our economy
from the moneyed interests.”
—Robert B. Reich, author of
Saving Capitalism
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Notes from an Editor

The World Needs Books
by Ben Watson

Ben Watson is a senior editor at Chelsea Green who has worked for the
company since 1993. His editing projects have included bestselling titles
such as The New Organic Grower, Wild Fermentation, and Gaia’s Garden.
He is also the author of several nonfiction books, including Cider, Hard
and Sweet. Ben is a recognized expert on apples and cider, and has served
as a judge for several international competitions. He lives in the Monadnock
Region of southwest New Hampshire, where he works to conserve and
propagate heritage varieties of fruits and vegetables.

I’ve worked as an editor for 35 years—my
entire adult life. In that time I have seen
many changes in the publishing industry:
faster computers, better software, and
greater production from fewer and fewer
actual workers. We could debate just how
positive all this increased “efficiency” has
been for publishing and for manufacturing as a whole. But mainly I hear the same
question from friends and strangers alike:
“Are books becoming obsolete?”
My answer has always been a categorical and reflexive, “No.” Even with the
growing popularity of audio and digital
publishing, many readers still gravitate
toward the printed book—at least so far.
Yet the question caused me to reflect on
what Chelsea Green does as a publisher,
and I wonder whether we are still serving
as a positive force in the world. Whether, in short, we have a role beyond merely
manufacturing new books and turning
a profit.
Whatever the final consumer product—print or digital audio or ebook—books
represent ideas. The best, longest-lasting,
and most influential books are simply ideas
filtered through the unique perspective
and talent of their author, and structured
in a written form that demands an internal logic, cohesion, and flow. (That’s where
editors come in.) The very act of writing
implies an organization of the creator’s
thoughts, impressions, and opinions.
Then I thought about the state of our

present society: increasingly tribal, antagonistic, and divided into our own insulated silos or echo chambers of opinion and
beliefs. Worldwide the rise of nationalism
and isolationism relies on fear of “the other.” It builds walls and barriers, whether
between people or in terms of trade. We’re
served instant headlines in an endless news
cycle and fed unsatisfying facts and fables
from the powerful fire hose of social media
(an Orwellian term if there ever was one).
We have bots and trolls going on phishing
expeditions on our own devices. We waver
between gullibility and skepticism.
Amid this welter, books offer something very different. It takes a lot of time
and effort to write a good book, and reading
one requires time and commitment, too—

something we often don’t think we can
spare in our increasingly fast-paced lives.
And yet, this kind of careful, quiet reading and contemplation is precisely what
we so desperately need today. Reading a
book makes us slow down and become a
bit more human. We may not agree with a
book’s argument or its author’s ideas, but
even if we don’t, it engages us and makes us
more empathetic and open to other ideas,
other possibilities and perspectives that we
may not have considered ourselves.
In fact I would argue that ideas are the
original and highest form of “free trade.”
At Chelsea Green we take a broad, indeed
worldwide perspective, publishing authors
from many countries and disseminating
their ideas. Just as importantly, we are
bringing some of the best American writers and thinkers to the world.
The ideas we publish build bridges, not
walls. They build and expand communities instead of separating and segregating
them.
Regenerate the Earth. Restore the Human Spirit. It’s a tall order, to be sure. But
great books, the vehicles for great ideas,
have the power to inspire us and cause us
to do just that.
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“No land-based project is complete without the integration and
empowerment of young people. As soon as we gain knowledge for
ourselves, it’s incumbent upon us to share it with the next generation.”

Call ( 800) 639-4099
Visit chelseagreen.com

—Leah Penniman
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